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1 Introduction
How Does a System with a Win Rate of 85% Sound?

This isn’t one of those hokey systems with preposterous sounding win rates with nothing to back 
it up. In reality, this system’s key principle is simple and clean. That’s the beauty of it. 

We find odds-on horses, check to see if they’re overpriced, and then bet on them. As you’ll see, 
the system involves win and place bets which is why the strike rate is so high.

 
What Are Odds-On?
 
Odds-on is when a horse is priced up as very short in the market because it is highly fancied. You 
have to stake more than the amount the bookie will pay you out. You still get your stake back, 
but your profit will be less than the stake. 

For example, if you bet on a horse at odds of 1.50 (1/2), a £20 stake results in a £10 profit [20 x 
1.5 = 30 – 20 = 10].

The beauty of odds-on horses is that they win more often than any other horse. The problem 
is that to bet on them blindly would mean making a loss. However, with this system, we can find 
horses that give us an edge in the market and go on to make us a long-term profit. 

1.1 How often do odds-on horses win?

For this data, I am using SP odds on UK races from the beginning of 2014. In all codes, over 60% 
of the more than 7,100 races with an odds-on horse have been won by one. Incidentally, there 
has only been five occasions where there were two odds-on horses in the same race.  

Here is a quick overview of percentage wins according to odds range:

 1.02 – 1.20: 85.09%
 1.02 – 1.40: 76.13%
 1.02 – 1.67: 66.63%
 1.02 – 1.80: 63.63% 
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As you would expect, you benefit from very high win rates. Moreover, the overall percentage 
loss is pretty low, even if you back every single odds-on horse. 

Remarkably, you ‘only’ suffer a 3.52% loss if you had backed all odds-on horses to win since the 
start of 2014! The loss falls to 3.09% by focusing on all horses from odds of 1.02 to 1.40.

With such high win rates, losing streaks are relatively short which means a 50-unit betting bank 
with a sensible staking plan should last a very long time with no fear of wipe-out.

With a fairly low loss, to begin with, imagine if you could identify the best odds-on horses. It 
should go without saying that it would be enough to turn a small loss into a sustainable profit. 

That’s the idea behind Odds-On Winners. It is a system with an extremely high strike rate and 
when used in conjunction with a Level Stakes or Compounding plan, it helps you grow your 
bankroll over time. 

While it is NOT a ‘get-rich quick scheme,’ it is an ‘accumulate winnings sensibly strategy.’ Sure, it 
doesn’t sound as sexy, but it gets the right results!

Moreover, as it is actually all about each-way bets, your losses are minimized if a heavy 
favourite fails to win but manages to place. 

Almost 80% of odds-on horses place, and if you had backed all of them (over 7,100 since the 
beginning of 2014), you would have lost just 14 units. However, no one is willing to pay money 
for a guide (or spend the time researching) to ‘only’ lose a tiny amount! 

Here is the place percentage according to odds:

 1.02 – 1.20: 91.6%
 1.02 – 1.40: 88.17%
 1.02 – 1.67: 83.26%
 1.02 – 1.80: 81.35%

As you can see, the strike rate is extremely high. 
Now, imagine what happens when you take advantage of a built-in edge. THAT is what we do 

with Odds-On Winners.   
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2.1 How do we find these horses?

The key to this system is finding all of the odds-on horses in the morning, or even the night 
before, and looking for a few significant facts that will determine whether they offer value to us, 
the punter.

Typically, the odds for heavily favoured horses plummet throughout the day as punters, 
sometimes guilty of assuming a short-odds horse is a ‘good thing’ without thorough research, 
pile their money on. The Weight of Money (WOM) on the already hot favourite causes its odds to 
tumble further.

Before you know it, a horse that was 1.75 in the morning is 1.55 a few minutes before the off. In 
most cases (but I stress not always), it is best to back odds-on horses early in the day before the 
price falls unless you have grave concerns over the horse’s chances of victory.

As you will see when we progress through this guide, there are only a very few basic rules 
which you must adhere to for this system to work. 

However, it is vital that there is absolutely no deviation from them. This is critical for the 
system to work at maximum effectiveness and make the long-term profits it is designed to do. 

2.2 What advantages does this give us? 

This is not a get rich quick system. It takes time, and it takes discipline, to follow the instructions 
and find the horses that will make us money in the long run. By sticking to the rules, we will make 
a profit over a period of a few months. It’s a nice back-pocket slow burner, but we have to stick 
with it for long-term profits.

There is an average of over 1,400 odds-on horses each year. This means an average of four 
a day although there are days with zero odds-on bets. Also, this strategy narrows things down 
quite a bit which means patience is essential.

2 The Rules Behind 
Odds On Winners
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2.3 System Markers

 Date: We can use this system at anytime of the year.

 Geography: We only use UK races. This system has not been tested on Irish racing. 

 Class: We will be looking solely at races for Class 4 & Class 5 horses. Every race is assigned a 
certain class. Class 5 horses are not as successful as those in the three classes above them for 
instance. 

These are the only rules you have to follow when finding a race. 

 Race Type: We can use this system on any race type, including flat turf, the all-weather, and 
national hunt racing.   
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There is one, very crucial method that we follow when picking our horse:
Always pick the favourite and look for odds-on horses.

3.1 Finding a Race

Now, we’re going to look at how to find a race and a qualifying horse.  
First off, go to your website of choice. For those of you just starting out, Racing Post, Timeform, 

and Sportinglife are all good choices. Take some time to look around them, and get familiar with 
their layouts. Decide whichever suits you best, and then stick with that one.

Throughout this guide, we’ll be using the Racing Post to provide screenshots.

 Step 1 - Geography 
Firstly, we find ourselves a racecourse in the UK. Here we’ve selected Ripon racecourse in North 
Yorkshire.

 

3 Picking A Horse
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 Step 2 – Race Class 
Now we must narrow down our search even further, by looking for a race for Class 4 or 5 horses 
only. This requires delving a little deeper, and a little trial and error, by clicking on the listed races 
and searching for details on the class of the race. 

Once again this is nice and easy to find, as the class is listed right next to the name of the race. 
As you will see from the screenshot above, three races are either Class 4 or Class 5. 

We have now finished our initial search for a race! 

3.2 Making Your Pick 

Now that we have our race selected, all that is left to do is back our odds-on horse of choice. 
As mentioned before, the only rule you must adhere to when doing this is to pick the favourite. 

There are no other factors to consider.
Here I’ve taken a selection from the only Ripon race which matches the criteria of our system, 

to explain what you need to be looking for when assessing the odds. 
It is important to bear in mind that different sites, and different bookmakers, will express their 

odds in different ways. 
The 5:10 fits the bill with Jurran as the odds-on favourite. 

If you back Jurran to win only, your £10 stake will result in a £5 profit if he wins: (10 x 1.5 = £15 
minus your £10 stake = £5 profit).

Now that we have found a qualifying race and horse, there is a final step. The above seems very 
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easy to do, but there is one more thing that we need to do, to make sure we are keeping a step 
ahead of the bookmaker. 

Certain races are known to be bad each-way betting races. This is a phenomenon where no 
matter how a bookie prices-up a race, there is an advantage in the place part of an each-way bet. 
That advantage lies with the punter. There are many methods out there that look to back the 
second and third favourites in these races. 

This is great, but we have to wait a long time for any decent pay offs. As we’re focusing on 
the favourites which are odds-on, we’re getting a massive strike rate. By following a few clever 
staking plans, we can leverage out the profits more consistently. Plus, for those that don’t have 
bookies’ accounts, this can all be done on the exchange! 

Here’s another example: 

We can see that Emerald Approach is the clear odds-on favourite. We can also see that the race is 
a Class 4. 

So, we have two races where we have two qualifying horses. In the next chapter, we will look at 
how to use the calculator, which is how we find out if we have an edge.   
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4.1 - Using the Calculator

The calculator provided will show us if we have an edge in the market. It works out if the bookie 
has had to go “overbroke” in his book.

Here are the odds from the 2:00 Catterick race already added to the calculator. 

4 Generating Profit 
From Odds On Winners
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When looking at a race, we need to make sure that we have an edge. In this case, we can see 
that the advantage column is showing as 87.09% which is enormous. This means we have a 
significant edge in this race and it becomes a good bet.  

If you look at the calculator, you will see that we have added the combined percentage ‘placed’ 
likelihood of the eight horses. 

The prices are updated regularly and when the screenshot was taken about two and a half 
hours before the race, Que Amoro was 1.69 to win and 1.14 to place. When we divide the place 
decimal odds into 100, we end up with an 88% chance that our favourite will place at least. 

After adding up all the numbers, we get a figure of 212.91%. As there are three places up for 
grabs, we need this figure to be below 300% (3 x 100%).

If this race only had two places on offer, you would be at a disadvantage of 12.91% which 
means there would be no bet. We urge you to double check the place terms of each race 
according to your bookmaker. 

As you can see, the Eachway Terms box has 0.2 in it and there are 3 places. 0.2 means 1/5 odds. 
If the race had terms with 1/4 odds, the Eachway Terms box should read 0.25. 

Look at the top right of the screen when using the Racing Post as a guide. In the 2:00 at 
Catterick, we see ‘EW Terms – 1/5 1-3’ which corresponds with what’s in our calculator tables. 

Let’s look at another example:
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Romaana is the red-hot 1/3 favourite in this Class 5 race. As there are 11 runners, there are 
three places up for grabs. Once again, you can see that it isn’t a very competitive race on paper 
with seven horses at odds of 66/1+! 

However, you have to go to the calculator first to see if the race is a qualifier for the Odds-On 
Winners system.

Once again, it clearly fits the bill with an advantage of 45.34%. Now, we know it is a race worth 
betting on so we place our bets. Depending on the bookie you use, the odds on Romaana may 
be higher or lower than the 1.38 you see on the calculator. 

However, we’re assuming that you get the odds displayed above so you make the following bet:
Romaana each way @ 1.38:
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If the horse wins, we pick up the win on both the win part and the place part. 
 £20 each way (£10 on Win and £10 on Place)
 Win part = 1.38 * £10 = £13.80
 Place part = 1.08 * £10 = £10.80 
 Total return if Romaana wins = £24.60 - £20 staked = Profit £4.60
 Horse places only = £10.80 - £20 staked = -£9.20
 Horse loses = -£20 

I know it doesn’t look like a lot of profit, and going each way about an odds-on horse goes 
against everything that we know, but in the long run, this strategy works for two reasons. We’ve 
got an edge in the market, and our strike rate is over 85%. 

Let’s look at another example:
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We’ve got an edge of nearly 49% in this race, so we place our bet. 

Here, on the next page, is one final example. 

We’ve Got Payet is our qualifying horse in this race. Let’s see if the race meets the criteria on our 
calculator:
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Field Gun is a red-hot favourite and should easily finish in the top two positions, However, you 
must make sure the calculations support the bet. In this case, the calculator reveals that there is 
an edge of 41% so the market is clearly in our favour. 

It is important to be patient and NOT to force the issue by backing any horse that doesn’t meet 
the criteria. Otherwise, the entire system falls down. If a couple of the bets you make outside the 
criteria fail, you could lose your overall profit. 

4.2 Accelerating the Process

To really beef up the profits, if we have more than one selection a day, we can place these bets 
into doubles or even trebles. If they all win, then we start to see some great returns. 

During our sample, we placed 34 multiple bets with a 50% success rate. This included a few 
successful treble bets. For example, the system yielded a treble with a 2.625 units profit on one 
occasion and profits of 1.5 units or more with doubles and trebles were normal. 

Overall, backing these 34 multiples at £25 stakes resulted in a profit of £307.75! All of these 
bets can be placed on the exchange. 

4.3 Adding Multiples on the Exchange 

You can choose any bookmaker you like for this process but if you are restricted, you will need to 
rely on an Exchange. Simply combine your selections and reap the rewards. Depending on the 
bookie you use, the betting slip will look like the following: 
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We can go each-way for both selections, as well as place an each-way double. The main issue 
here is that there aren’t often two or more horses that meet the criteria in a single day. 

While there are over 1,000 odds-on horses in Class 4 and Class 5 events each year (almost three 
a day on average), a fair percentage of them will not have an edge. This is why patience really is a 
virtue.  
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5.1 Flat Stakes 

Hopefully, you’ve read the Staking Plan Guide that was sent with Odds-On Winners. During 
testing, Flat Stakes has worked well, especially if you elect to bet the same percentage of bankroll 
rather than the same stake.

For example, with a £200 bankroll and a desire to bet the same amount each time, you can opt 
for a simple £10 each-way stake on each occasion.  

Let’s take a 5-bet sample from our testing. The P/L relates to backing the horse each-way. 
Remember, £10 each-way means you are investing £20 a time:

Horse Position Odds Places Paid Profit/Loss Rolling P/L
Spirit of Appin 1 1.53 3 6.36 6.36
Gallovie 1 1.66 3 8.04 14.40
Alexanderthegreat 2 1.25 3 -9.50 4.90
Angel’s Glory 1 1.91 3 10.92 15.82
Vigee Le Brun 2 1.72 3 -8.18 7.64

It is a small sample to avoid confusion, but as you can see, your rolling profit is £7.64. More 
importantly, your bankroll is now at £207.64.

Over a 118-bet sample from April 3 to August 16, Flat Stakes would result in a profit of 7.57 units. 

That Doesn’t Sound Like Much!!!

Allow me to reiterate my original point once again; this is NOT a ‘get-rich scheme’! It is a reliable 
and consistent way to earn a profit. By the way, it equates to an ROI of 6.41%. There isn’t a savings 
scheme in the country that comes close.

Remember, you are betting on short-odds horses with an incredibly high strike rate. In our 
sample, 67.8% of the favourites won. This is above the 62% average because our system allows us 
to find the most likely winners. 

5 All About Staking 
Plans
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When you have such a high win ratio, losing streaks are short and infrequent which means 
your bankroll is never threatened once you stake accordingly. At the beginning of a sample, we 
had a rough patch where only 60% of the odds-on horses won. 

Even so, the bank was down just 0.365 units and was never down more than 1.5 units. Once 
you check out the Bankroll section, you’ll understand precisely why it is such a great way to 
operate. 

The Place component of the bet means that even when the horse fails to win, there is a strong 
chance it Places so you get a little cash back. Remember, almost 80% of odds-on horses Place at 
the very least which means you get something back a vast proportion of the time. 

5.2 Flat Stakes – 10% Betting 

Another way to use Flat Stakes is to commit to 10% of your bank (5% for the win and 5% for the 
place) and change the stakes accordingly. Spirit of Appin’s win means your bankroll was £206.36 
so you would bet 5% of the new amount on your next bet. Here is what that would look like 
using the above data. Again, we start with 5% of your £200 bankroll.

Horse Position Odds Places Paid Profit/Loss Rolling P/L
Spirit of Appin 1 1.53 3 6.36 6.36
Gallovie 1 1.66 3 8.30 14.66
Alexanderthegreat 2 1.25 3 -10.19 4.47
Angel’s Glory 1 1.91 3 11.16 15.63
Vigee Le Brun 2 1.72 3 -8.81 6.82

In this example, you don’t quite fare as well because of the two losses. However, the system has 
produced periods of five, six and seven winners which is where your bankroll really grows.

For the record, 10% staking, where every bet is 10% of your existing bankroll has led to a 
profit of 10.92 units compared to 7.57 units through pure Flat Staking. For someone with a £250 
bank, this means a profit of £109.23. The ROI swells to 9.25%. 

5.3 Higher Risk Staking Plans 

If you are feeling really adventurous, you could try a form of compounding that involves higher 
risk, but we only recommend this form of action if you decide to back Win bets only because it 
keeps stakes to an acceptable level. 

In this instance, you would select maybe 2% of your Bankroll as your target winnings. If your 
bank is £200, you aim to win £4 from a bet (£4 is 2% of £200). Therefore, if the horse you are 
backing is 1.50 to win (1/2), you would need to bet £8 to win £4. 

If you win, your next bet would be 2% of your new bank which is £204 so your next wager 
would be (204 x 0.02) = £4.08. Your bets will rise and fall depending on your bankroll’s balance.

This form of betting also has fantastic potential if you looked at Place only although the stakes 
will be significantly higher. If you want to win £4, this equates to £40 on a Place Bet at odds of 1.1 
which is not something we recommend. 

There are still up to 14% of odds-on shots that don’t even place, so it makes no sense to risk 
more than 10% of your bankroll on any bet. Even in a 118-bet sample, we had one instance of 
three odds-on horses in a row failing to place. Sensible staking meant we won back these losses 
and more. Higher stakes on these bets would have made that process a lot harder. 

However, the beauty of Odds-On Winners is that you have outstanding spells where a lot of 
favourites win. When you use Flat Stakes or compounding, the profit you earn keeps you on top 
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even during poor spells because you’re not foolishly giving the money back.
One spell in our sample involved 10 consecutive winners in seven days for a Flat Stakes profit 

of 4.83 units or £43.80 if you bet £10 a time. 
If you decided to stick with a ‘betting 5% of your bank’ staking strategy and began with £200, 

your profit during this mini hurricane would have been £48.95. It doesn’t seem like much of a 
difference at all but over the course of a few hundred bets, it all adds up. 

5.4 Accumulators

You can perform multiples as we mentioned above but if you want to ‘rollover’ your winnings, 
simply take the total winnings from your last bet and use it on the next one. 

For example, consider each unit as £25 but bet four units on a horse. As you would be betting 
£100, it would be advisable to focus on Place betting only. Bet £100 on horse #1 and if it wins, 
remove one unit and the profit from the win and bet the rest on your next race.

 Bet #1: £100 on a horse to place at 1.4. It wins, so you earn £40 profit. Take away the £25 unit 
and ¼ of the profit which is £10.
 Bet #2: This leaves you with £105 to bet on the next horse at 1.3. It also wins, so you have total 
winnings of £136.50. Again, remove the £25 unit and ¼ the £31.50 profit (£7.88) so you’re left 
with £103.62 which you bet on the next race. By now, you already have £67.88 put away.

Of course, you could do a full accumulator where you bet the full amount of your stake plus 
winnings on each subsequent race. Once more, we would recommend this for Place betting only. 

During our testing, almost 89% of selections finished in a place which equates to one loss 
every nine races or so. If you go down this route, it is always best to stick to doubles or trebles as 
this is where profits really mount up.

For example, a treble of all 1.2 shots with a £10 initial stake will yield a profit of £7.28. If you 
risked nine in a row, all at odds of 1.2 for example, your profit would be £51.60, and if you lose at 
any point, your bankroll is ‘only’ down £10.   
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Speaking of bankroll and staking plans, it is essential to follow our recommendations to 
maximise profits. We have tested several combinations and have uncovered the best ones for 
each style of betting that is possible using Odds-On Winners

6.1 Each-Way Betting

For safety’s sake, we recommend splitting your bank into 10 units. For instance, a £200 bankroll 
means you would bet £20 on each bet (£10 on win and £10 on place). With this size of bank, you 
will never come close to going bust and will easily ride out any bad spells. 

As you will see from the enclosed trial results, the worst situation was a -1.5-unit bankroll which 
came at the end of a particularly poor run for odds-on horses in general. With a 10-unit bank, you 
can rest easy in the knowledge that you have more than enough to comfortably see your way 
through similar spells. 

To maximise profits, option A is to bet 10% of your bankroll for each bet. If you win and 
increase your bank to £206 for instance, your next bet is 5% of £206 which is £10.30.

Option B is to stick to 10% of your original bank but make a change once you reach a selected 
high point. With a bank of £200, bet £10 on each selection until you reach £240 for instance. Then 
you decide to increase your bet to 5% of the new bank which means a £12 bet each time. Set 
targets and raise your bank each time you hit the new figure.

6.2 Place Only

As this has such a high success rate, we recommend a bank of 10 units. This means you should 
bet 10% of your bankroll on each bet. Once again, you must follow the above recommendations 
on keeping your bets at 10% of your growing balance or pick a target at which point you increase 
to 10% of the new bank. 

6.3 Win Only

It is best if you choose a bankroll of 25 units should you decide to forego Place betting. This 

6 Bankroll and 
Recommended  
Staking Plans
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means a bet that’s 4% of your bank. For example, a bank of £200 means a bet of £8. Refer to the 
Each Way method for information on growing your bank sensibly. 

6.4 Multiples 

Ideally, you will have a bank divided into 30 units because this is the riskiest type of bet. Its 50% 
strike rate means you will have losing streaks which is why your bankroll must be large enough 
to cope. 

Stick to one unit per bet. If you have £300 to start with, limit accumulators to £10 bets and 
continue betting no more than one unit a time. You can increase it to match the growth of your 
bank like you can with the other staking plans.   
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Make sure you check out the results in the download that will be available within your member’s 
area. Take a look at how some of the doubles and trebles have made a big difference to the 
results. Several doubles have resulted in profits of 2+ units. 

Always make sure that you paper-trade this strategy before placing bets for real, to get used to 
finding the right selections.

One more time, I have to emphasise the importance of patience! The 118-bet sample came in 
136 days; less than one a day on average. There are spells where you may go two or three days 
without a qualifier. Don’t force things! 

Remember, no system can guarantee you will make money. However, if used as described 
above, Odds-On Winners has a 96% likelihood of delivering profits in the long-term. 

When you combine a high percentage of winners and a smart staking plan, you eventually  
end up with a tidy side income, which is more than what you can say for the vast majority of 
punters.  

7 Conclusion
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